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Geothermal Energy


Overview
Geothermal energy is heat or coolness sourced from 
the earth. It’s clean and sustainable. Either the heat 
from the earth or the coolness of the ground is used 
in geothermal energy systems. As a source of heat, 
sources of geothermal energy range from the shallow 
ground heat to hot water and hot rock found a few 
kilometres beneath the Earth’s surface, and down 
even deeper to the extremely high temperatures of 
molten rock called magma.


Figure 1 shows the average temperature from the core 
to the crust of the earth. Due to geological formations 
in some places heat from the earth is available in 
relatively shallow depth or even at the surface e.g. in 
the form of hot springs. In these locations geothermal 
energy can be used for electricity generation or 
directly for heating.


Geothermal energy for 
electricity generation


Geothermal power plants use steam produced from 
reservoirs of hot water found some kilometres below 
the Earth’s surface. The steam rotates a turbine that in 
turn powers an electricity generator. This technology 
is only feasible at large scale.


Figure 2 shows that hot water or steam is extracted 
from the earth and used to generate electricity. The 
cold water is pumped back down to balance the 
hydrology.


Electricity generation is only feasible at locations 
where sources of hot underground water are available 
at 3 to 5 km below the surface. However depth and 
usability depend on the local geology.


Figure 1: Origin of geothermal power


Figure 2: Principles of electricity generation from 
geothermal energy 


Source: Wikimedia commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Geothermal-energy.png 


ORIGINS OF GEOTHERMAL POWER


Geothermal energy originates from the Earth’s core which is 
estimated to have a temperature of about 5000°C. This nearly 


constant temperature is possible because of continuous radioactive 
decay, compression and because the core is very well insulated.  
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In Africa such conditions exist in the Great Rift Valley. Kenya 
uses this geothermal energy to generate electricity and as 
direct heat (see below) along the Rift Valley as shown on 
the map. So far 500MW1 electricity generation has been 
installed, and a further 2000MW2 are planned.


Geothermal direct heat 


The same geothermal heat can be used directly for heating 
purposes. In modern direct-use systems, a well is drilled 
into a geothermal reservoir to provide a steady stream 
of hot water or steam. The water or steam is brought up 
through the well, and a mechanical system – piping, a heat 
exchanger, and controls – delivers the heat directly for its 
intended use. The cooled water is then re-injected into the 
ground.


1  wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_power_in_kenya 


2  www.euronews.com>NEWS>World_news 5 August 2016


Figure 3: Olkaria geothermal power plant  
in Kenya


Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Worker_in_Olkaria_Kenya.jpg


Figure 4: Geothermal potential in the  
Rift Valley


Source: www.akiiraone.com


Figure 5: Greenhouse in Kenya supplied by 
geothermal direct heat


Source: Owory, 2016 www.standardmedia.co.ke  
https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/business/article/2000204628/gdc-
to-go-big-on-direct-uses-of-geothermal-energy
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Geothermal energy for heating or cooling


Figure 6: Components of a heat pump


Source: eThekwini Municipality Energy Office (2016), Technologies for renewable energy and energy efficiency – how do they work?
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Geothermal hot water can be used for many applications including the heating of buildings or greenhouses or 
several industrial processes. These systems are viable at large to medium scale. In Kenya direct heat is used for 
heating of greenhouses.


Heat pumps using the ground or ground water


This technology is very different from that described above. It works at small scale, typically for one or a small 
group of buildings. Its viability depends on the local requirement for heating and cooling, the local climate, and 
the cost of installation that differ according to the geology.


The shallow ground, around 2m below the surface, maintains a temperature between 10°-16°C all year, which is 
far more constant than the air temperature above the surface. In greater depth the temperature is even more 
constant. In many areas during winter the ground is warmer than the air above it and in summer the ground is 
cooler than the air. Ground and ground water heat pumps take advantage of these temperature differences to 
heat and cool buildings.


Heat pumps use a similar technology to refrigerators. They move heat from a source (such as the ground or ground 
water) to a destination (such as a water tank). A heat pump consists of an evaporator a compressor, refrigerator 
gas, a valve and a condenser, all operating in a closed circuit as shown in the diagram below. The technology uses 
a small amount of electricity to extract heat from the source medium and uses it to heat water or the air inside a 
building. The system can also run in reverse to cool a building.


There are many types of heat pumps. They are distinguished by the medium from which they extract the heat. In 
South Africa the most common type is the air-water heat pump, extracting heat from outdoor air to heat water in 
a tank. These are described in detail in the section on Solar Water Heater. Such water heating systems are used in 
commercial (e.g. hotels), hospitals and residential applications, and efficiencies match those of solar water heating.
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Figure 7: Ground source heat pump in cooling and heating modes


Source: Wikimedia commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HeatAndColdStorageWithHeatPump.svg 
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Heat pumps extracting heat from the ground or from ground water are principally more efficient than those 
extracting heat from air because water and the ground carry a much higher amount of thermal energy than 
air. In order to extract heat from the ground a system of pipes is buried near the building. A fluid (usually water) 
circulates through the pipes to absorb heat from the ground.


In winter, the heat pump removes heat from the heat exchanger and pumps it into the building. In summer, the 
process is reversed, and the heat pump moves heat from the building into the heat exchanger and pumps it into 
the ground. The system can be extended to also supply hot water.


The efficiency of a heat pump depends on the quality of the equipment and more importantly on the differentials 
of the


 y Temperature of the ground or ground water (source),


 y Required temperature in the building (destination), and


 y Outside air temperature.


The quality of the heat pump is measured by the Coefficient of Performance (CoP) that describes the ration of 
thermal energy output to electrical energy input. A high CoP indicates high efficiency and it should be higher than 
3. However, the same heat pump will perform differently in different locations. The real efficiency is location specific 
and needs to be calculated for the specific temperature conditions as the Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER).



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File

HeatAndColdStorageWithHeatPump.svg
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Heat pumps work most efficiently if the demand for heating and cooling is balanced because a similar amount of 
heat is extracted from the ground than is pumped back. In a case of only demand for cooling the heat pumped 
into the ground will eventually raise the underground temperature and reduce the efficiency. Highest efficiency 
is achieved when cooling and heating demands occur at the same time and direct heat recovery is possible. An 
example of this is a case when the demand for space cooling is matched by the demand for hot water.


Implementation
South Africa does not have large scale geothermal resources to generate electricity or use for direct heat. Only 
heat pump technology can be viably used depending on location and demand for heating and cooling. Currently, 
ground or ground water heat pumps are very rare in South Africa.


In most parts of South Africa the demand for space heating is much lower than for cooling because winters are 
short and mild. The demand for hot water depends on the use of the building e.g. it is high in hotels or hospitals 
but low in commercial buildings.


Ground and ground water heat pumps are expensive due to the underground installation of pipes, and their 
financial viability must be tested for each situation. For hotels and hospitals with balanced heating and cooling 
demands payback periods of five to seven years can be achieved (see case study Hotel Verde). Financial viability is 
not likely for domestic buildings. However, for them air heat pumps for hot water are a viable alternative to solar 
water heaters.


Municipalities can use the heat pump technology in their own buildings if viable (see sub-section on heat pumps 
in Solar Water Heater section). However, the technical and financial viability depends on the local conditions and 
the use of the building and must be modelled on a case-by-case basis. Some financial implications are presented 
in the Case Study Hotel Verde below.


If developers intend to install heat pumps the municipalities are responsible for the development application and 
approval process. The SANS 10400-XA requires that in new buildings and in buildings after major refurbishments 
at least 50% of the heat demand is met by means other than electrical resistance heating. Heat pumps are a 
suitable option to supply thermal energy.


For hotels and hospitals with 
balanced heating and cooling 


demands payback periods of five 
to seven years can be achieved.
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Case Studies Hotel Verde in Cape Town*


The Hotel Verde has received six stars, the highest rating by the Green Building Council South Africa (see case 
study 4 in section on Energy Efficient Buildings) for Existing Building Performance it is also LEED (Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design by the US Green Building Council) Platinum certified for both Design and 
Construction as well as Existing Building: Operation and Maintenance.


Its sustainable features include energy efficient building design, renewable energy generation through wind 
turbines and solar PV, water saving and waste minimisation measures. It also has an energy-saving heating and 
cooling system using ground source heat pumps.


This Heating Ventilation and Cooling (HVAC) system achieves extraordinary efficiency through a geothermal 
loop field coupled to ground source heat pumps for central heating/cooling and domestic water heating. The 
geothermal field consists of 100 boreholes, each approximately 65m deep. Each hole contains a U-bend pipe. 
Combined, there is approximately 13 km of piping beneath the footprint of the building. Water passes through 
these pipes to either dump heat (in summer) or gain heat (in winter) from the constant ground temperature at 
this depth of around 19.4°C, thus using the earth as a huge thermal battery.


This system is well suited for a hotel project in the Cape Town climate as the heating and cooling loads are 
reasonably balanced over an entire annual cycle and the ambient-, heating-/cooling- and ground-temperatures 
are such that in winter one can extract energy out of the ground and in summer one can reject energy into the 
ground.


The hotel is about 12000 m² usable surface area and the plant has a capacity of 304kW in cooling, 364kW of 
heating only or 182kW for heating plus 167kW for hot water generation.


At the time of construction (2013) the costs of the system were approximately:


 � Geothermal installation (incl. extra earthworks, P&G, fees etc.): R6m


 � Plantroom: R9m – R10m (incl. equipment, logistics, installation, delayed commissioning, variation orders, fees etc.)


The system saves around 50% of the electrical energy that a conventional HVAC system would require. The 
expected payback period is 5 to 7 years.


* Information provided by André Harms, director and principal sustainability engineer at Ecolution Consulting, Cape Town in 
January 2017 and www.hotelverde.com/static/green-showcase 


Figure 8: Aerial view of Hotel Verde, Cape Town 


Source: www.hotelverde.com


Figure 9: Geothermal field of 100 boreholes extracting 
or dumping heat


Source: André Harms



www.hotelverde.com/static/green

www.hotelverde.com
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Source: Creative commons CC BY 3.0 
WaveRoller wave energy farm installed in Peniche, Portugal, in August 2012. 







Ocean Energy


Overview
Ocean energy is a term for different technologies including:


 y Ocean current energy;


 y Wave energy;


 y Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC); 


 y Tidal energy; and


 y Energy derived from differences in the salinity of seawater.


The technologies are at different stages of development but none of them is advanced enough to be financially viable.


Only the first three technologies are explained on the next page because they have been considered in South 
Africa. For the other technologies no sufficient resources exist in South Africa.


Ocean current energy


The oceans contain several steady currents such as the Benguela and the Agulhas currents. Turbines fixed or suspended 
to the ocean floor can harvest the kinetic energy of currents and convert it to electricity that is brought to the coast 
through underwater cables. The technology can be used in locations where a current is close to the coast such as the 
Agulhas current along the east coast of South Africa. This technology has been piloted in the Gulf Stream off the coast 
of Florida in the USA and in Norway as indicated in Figure 2 on the next page.


An assessment of ocean currents off South Africa’s coast1 found that the Agulhas current travels swiftly enough for 
harvesting energy. It is also relatively close to the surface at less than 200m depth. The study estimates the overall power 
of the current as between 21 and 27GW but cautions that the useable power is significantly less e.g. due to ship traffic 


1  Meyer et al. (2013) Assessment of the Ocean Energy Resources off the South African Coast. CRSES Stellenbosch University (ed.)


Figure 1: Ocean energy technology readiness


Source: IRENA (2014) Ocean Energy – Technological Readiness, Patents, Deployment Status and Outlook. p.8


Indicates the  main focus of the report, 
as these represent those technologies 
under development that are closest to 
being commercially viable


INCREASED MATURITY


SALINITY GRADIENT


A handful of university-
based research projects 
have been conducted, 
as well as small-scale 


system operation


DEEP OCEAN CURRENT


Very few active concepts 
being developed, 


laboratory-scale tank 
testing has occurred


OTEC


A few test facilities 
(pilot-scale) trialled, 


but no long-term 
operations
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WAVE ENERGY 
CONVERTERS


Full-scale prototypes being 
tested. Many leading WEC 
designs have remained at 
this stage for sometime.  


TIDAL STREAM


Leading developers 
testing individual 


prototypes in locations 
representative of 


potential commercial 
sites, generating grid-
connected electricity. 


Demonstration in arrays 
still lacking. 


TIDAL RANGE


Most mature of 
the ocean energy 


technologies, with a 
proven track record 
stretching back to 


the 1960s but limited 
development to date.
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and technology inefficiencies. However, based on modelling the study found that the Agulhas current’s strength and 
position varies more than was anticipated e.g. four to six times per year the current moves off course for a few weeks.


There is clearly a significant amount of energy available in the Agulhas Current but harnessing it remains a technical 
challenge. The variability of the current, which was greater than what was expected, will also reduce the amount 
of electricity that can be generated and the attractiveness of the current as a constant [base-load] source of 
energy.” (Meyer I. et al, 2013)


The study further investigated suitable locations to install a pilot turbine in order to conduct further research into 
the best technology and the economic viability. The study proposes Cape Morgan at the mouth of the Kei River 
as the most suitable site.


Wave energy 


Special buoys, turbines, or other equipment are used to capture the kinetic power of waves and convert this into 
clean, pollution-free electricity. Like wind and solar resources, wave energy is variable in nature.


The photograph shows the Pelamis Wave Power Project in Portugal using segmented tubes to absorb the wave 
power and convert it into electricity. This project was built in 2008 as the first commercial wave power project 
but has been dismantled after less than two years of operating because the equipment was damaged in the 
harsh marine environment making the project financially unviable2. Another technology to capture wave power 
is Oscillating Water Columns.


“Oscillating Water Columns are conversion devices with a semi-submerged chamber, keeping 
a trapped air pocket above a column of water. Waves cause the column to act like a piston, 
moving up and down and thereby forcing the air out of the chamber and back into it. This 
continuous movement generates a reversing stream of high-velocity air, which is channelled 
through rotor blades driving an air turbine-generator group to produce electricity”3


2  Pers. comm. with Luis Castanheira, Environmental Defence Fund, Porto, January 2014. 


3  IRENA (2014) Wave Energy Technology Brief. 


Figure 2: Underwater turbines are turned by the current and generate power similar to wind turbines 


Source: www. Planète-energies.com
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Ocean energy


The technology is being installed close to the shore and 
has been tested in Scotland, Spain, Australia and other 
countries. It appears to be simple and reliable but its 
performance is low.


The South African resources for wave energy have been 
assessed for five locations indicated in the map on the right.


The assessment was based on numerical modelling and 
found the highest wave power resources at Slangkop and 
Cape Point, followed by FA platform and Port Nolloth. The 
lowest wave power was found in Durban.


The study concludes that South Africa has a significant wave 
energy resource along the southwest coast that could be 
exploited as a source of renewable energy. However more 
detailed research is needed into larger sections of the coast 
to assist developers of wave energy technology to identify 
best suited locations.


Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)


In hot climates, oceans absorb a very large amount of heat 
from the sun and store it in the upper layers of water. OTEC 
uses the temperature difference between deep cold water 
and warmer water close to the surface to run a heat engine 
and produce useful energy, usually in the form of electricity. 
The exploitation of this resource requires a temperature 
difference of at least 20˚C. In tropical locations this can be 
found between around 1000m depth and the sea surface. 
The technology can only be used in locations with a steep 
drop in water depth close to the shore, such as in South 
Africa. Figure 6 shows the functioning of an OTEC plant of 
100kW that was commissioned in Hawaii in 2015.


The potential of ocean thermal energy at the KZN south 
coast has been explored for a proposal to do more detailed 
research4 into this resource. Depending on technology this 


4 Gumede & DÁlmaine (2016) The Extraction of Power and Fresh 
Water from the Ocean off the Coast of KZN Utilising OTEC 
Techniques, Durban University of Technology (ed).


Figure 3: Segmented tubes absorbing wave power 
at Pelarmis Project in Portugal 


Source: Wikimedia commons https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pelamis_at_EMEC.jpg   


Figure 4: Semi-submerged chamber to capture 
wave energy 


Source: By government [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons  
http://www.energyquest.ca.gov/story_oldimages/chap14_wave_2007.
gif   


Figure 5: Locations of Ocean Energy Assessments


Source: Joubert & van Niekerk (2013) South African Wave Energy 
Resource Data. CRSES Stellenbosch University (ed.)


In hot climates, oceans absorb a 
very large amount of heat from 
the sun and store it in the upper 
layers of water. OTEC uses the 
temperature difference between 


deep cold water and warmer water 
close to the surface to run a heat 
engine and produce useful energy, 
usually in the form of electricity.
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resource could be used for electricity generation, and 
other applications such as desalination, seawater air-
conditioning and marine culture. The authors propose 
Port Shepstone as a suitable location for testing an 
experimental design of OTEC because of the steep drop 
in water depth to 3 000m.


Implementation


Figure 7 indicates the key hurdles that any technology 
must overcome towards implementation. Ocean energy 
technologies have been tested or are being tested with 
different levels of success. The other aspects still need to 
be tested and addressed in similar detail.


The technologies used to harvest ocean energy and 
their potential electricity outputs are very site specific. 
This makes it difficult to predict performance and 
potential to reach economies of scale. All ocean energy 
technologies operate in a harsh marine environment. 
Most prototypes have operated for one or two years 
only and no conclusions can be drawn on the design 
life that determines their financial viability.


Current costs of ocean energy are estimated at around 
R5/kWh5. It appears unlikely that ocean technology will 
be able to compete in the near future with wind and 
solar PV that generate electricity at costs of just above 
R0.60/kWh in South Africa.


As the ocean energy technologies are not mature and 
viable yet municipalities cannot invest in them. Coastal 
municipalities with high ocean energy resources should 
try to attract research or pilot projects.


5  Pers. comm. with F. D’Almaine, Durban University of Technology, April 2016


Figure 6: Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) plant in Hawaii in 2015


Source: http://www.makai.com/makai-news/2015_08_29_makai_connects_otec/


Figure 7: Key hurdles on ocean energy becoming 
commercially viable


Source: IRENA, 2014
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Smart cities


Overview
Poole, 20141 argues that the ‘Smart City’ concept dates back to the early 20th century with the invention of 
automated traffic lights (robots) and that in the last decade the concept has been driven by giant technology 
companies aided by increased internet connectivity and the miniaturisation of electronics. The concept has also 
been appropriated by a broad range of sectors with a common indicator that information and communication 
technologies (ICT) are central to modern infrastructure development and improved governance in cities. 


Wikipedia defines a Smart City as:


“an urban development vision to integrate multiple 
information and communication technology (ICT) 
and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions in a secure 
fashion to manage a city’s assets – the city’s assets 
include, but are not limited to, local departments’ 
information systems, schools, libraries, transportation 
systems, hospitals, power plants, water supply 
networks, waste management, law enforcement, 
and other community services. The goal of building 
a smart city is to improve quality of life by using 
urban informatics and technology to improve the 
efficiency of services and meet residents’ needs. 
ICT allows city officials to interact directly with 
the community and the city infrastructure and to 
monitor what is happening in the city”2


Implementation 
The smart city concept is very diverse and internationally, cities have taken different approaches towards it. In 
South Africa experiences with the concept are still limited.


A key precondition for smart city initiatives is access to the internet and availability. In South Africa this is constrained 
by high cost of data that exclude especially poor people. Therefore, a first step of municipalities to enable smart 
city initiatives could be the provision of free Wi-Fi services in public spaces as for example implemented in the 
City of Tshwane.


1  Poole (2014) The truth about smart cities: In the end, they will destroy democracy The Guardian [online] available at  
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/dec/17/truth-smart-city-destroy-democracy-urban-thinkers-buzzphrase 


2  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_city


Figure 1: Representation of components of smart  
city concept


Source: Maurizio Carta


The concept has also been appropriated by a 
broad range of sectors with a common indicator 
that information and communication technologies 


(ICT) are central to modern infrastructure 
development and improved governance in cities.



https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/dec/17/truth

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_city
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Case Study 1: Benefits and experiences 
– a European perspective


In 2011 the European Commission initiated the Smart Cities and Community Initiative that initially focused on 
energy. The focus was extended to include transport and ICT sectors after the launch of European Innovation 
Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities (EIP-SCC)3.


The Partnership combines Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), energy management and 
transport management to come up with innovative solutions to the major environmental, societal and health 
challenges facing European cities today. With the aim of coming up with scalable and transferable solutions to 
contribute to the EU’s 20/20/204 climate action goals, it looks to reduce high energy consumption, green-house-
gas emissions, bad air quality and congestion of roads.


The Partnership aims to overcome bottlenecks impeding the changeover to smart cities, to co-fund 
demonstration projects and to help coordinate existing city initiatives and projects, by pooling its resources. The 
partnership supports the collaboration of cities, industry, SMEs, banks, research and other smart city actors to 
develop urban systems and infrastructures of tomorrow5. 


3  https://eu-smartcities.eu/about


4  In 2011 the European Union set itself targets for 2020 to reduce GHG emissions by 20%, increase energy efficiency by 20% 
(compared to 1990) and generate 20% of electricity from renewable sources.


5  http://ec.europa.eu/eip/smartcities/about-partnership/what-is-it/index_en.htm


Examples of initiatives in 
European Partnership cities:


 � Milan promotes sharing and has 
introduced initiatives of shared bicycles, 
electric cars, free public wifi and shared 
office and production spaces for small 
businesses1;


 � Amsterdam2 has set up a website as a 
space to present and promote innovative 
projects and their initiators in many fields. 
The website allows citizens, businesses 
and municipal officials to connect and 
promote their projects. Energy related 
projects include using seawater for the 
cooling of buildings and promoting 
e-mobility.


 � Helsinki is establishing ‘Smart Energy 
Kalasatama’3, an urban neighbourhood 
with a smart grid connecting all residents 
and businesses. They can use a dynamic 
electricity tariff to save money and reduce 


1  http://www.eurocities.eu/eurocities/projects/
SHARING-CITIES&tpl=home


2  https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/


3  https://fiksukalasatama.fi/en/smart-city/


Figure 3: Shared bicycles in Milan


Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Shared_bicycle_rack_near_
Milan_Stazione_Centrale.jpg 


Figure 2: Project map of Amsterdam


Source: https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/map



https://eu-smartcities.eu/about

http://ec.europa.eu/eip/smartcities/about-partnership/what-is-it/index_en.htm

http://www.eurocities.eu/eurocities/projects/SHARING

http://www.eurocities.eu/eurocities/projects/SHARING

https://amsterdamsmartcity.com

https://fiksukalasatama.fi/en/smart

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File

Shared_bicycle_rack_near_Milan_Stazione_Centrale.jpg

Shared_bicycle_rack_near_Milan_Stazione_Centrale.jpg

https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/map
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Case study: Smart cities


peak time demand. Another objective in Kalasatama is to increase the share of renewable energy in the 
energy mix and provide charging stations for electric vehicles. 


 � Milton Keynes in the UK is a fast growing city that uses big data collected by a network of sensors to 
manage transport, energy and water systems to cover the increasing demand without expanding the 
systems.4


Figure 4: Kalasatama, Helsinki 


Source: https://commons wikimedia.org/wiki File:Kalasatama_(7764252308).jpg


4  http://www.createtomorrow.co.uk/en/live-examples/milton-keynes
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Figure 5: Milton Keynes data hub visualisation


https://www.slideshare.net/LocalDigitalGov/building-iot-solutions-in-milton-keynes-sarah-gonsalves-june-2015



wikimedia.org/wiki

http://www.createtomorrow.co.uk/en/live-examples/milton

https://www.slideshare.net/LocalDigitalGov/building
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A recent study commissioned by the European Union (EU) into Smart Cities and Communities6 examined 300 
smart city and smart community initiatives in the EU and in developing countries. All initiatives are using 
integrated ICT for several functions. The study found that city-wide smart solutions are still rare. Most initiatives 
seek to establish smart districts or focus on energy efficiency and mobility projects. Commonalities of many 
initiatives are summarised in the table below:


Table 1: Common types of projects and their value propositions in smart cities and communities 


Type Value Proposition


Sustainable 
Urban Mobility 


Real-time road user 
information


Enable people to take informed decisions about 
their mobility, saving time and energy.


ITS-based enhancement 
of public transport


Reduce waiting time as well as emissions, 
and facilitate intermodal commuting. 


ITS for traffic 
monitoring, 
management and 
enforcement


Optimise fleet management and route scheduling.


Sustainable 
Districts & Built 
Environment


Smart technologies for 
the built environment


Pursue better living, resource efficiency and waste reduction


Sustainable districts Reduce emissions and resource consumption by 
embedding integrated energy efficiency technologies. 


Place making Create communities of interest that can be key 
to support integrated SCC solutions.


Type Value Proposition


Integrated 
Infrastructure 
& Processes


Smart City Platforms Allows real time monitoring and preventive steering of cities.


Intelligent City Services Co-ownership of local matters and outcomes. 
Efficiency savings for city administrations.
Stimulate involvement at local level.


Smart Grids Collected information and insights may serve planners and 
managers, but are often also shared with users, who can take 
more informed decisions and can also become prosumers, 
i.e. users that can switch from being energy consumers 
to becoming producers based on the circumstances.


Source: EU Directorate-General for Energy (June 2016)


In South Africa the Smart City concept features in many planning documents but project implementation has 
mostly focused on the installation of smart meters in several municipalities (see below). However, often ICT 
supported projects are implemented in several municipalities without being labelled ‘smart’.


6  EU Directorate-General for Energy (June 21 2016) Analysing the potential for wide scale roll out integrated Smart Cities and 
Communities solutions https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/d2_executive_summary_en.pdf 



https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/d2_executive_summary_en.pdf
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Case study: Smart cities


Examples of ‘smart’ projects in South African cities
�	Smartphone app to navigate the Cape Town public transport system1;


�	Provision of free Wi-Fi services in several hundred public spaces in Tshwane2; and


�	Solar Map in Durban3 that allows residents to plan a Photovoltaic Installation on their roofs and 
gather information regarding power generation, investment costs and electricity savings.


Figure 6: Cape Town Public  
Transport App


Source: https://www.microsoft.com/
en-us/store/p/tct/9wzdncrdxk1x# 


1  www.tct.gov.za/en/tools-and-resources/tct-app


2  http://www.tshwane.gov.za/Pages/WIFI.aspx


3  http://gis.durban.gov.za/solarmapviewer/


Figure 7: Durban Solar Map screenshot


Source: http://gis.durban.gov.za/solarmapviewer



https://www.microsoft.com

www.tct.gov.za/en/tools-and-resources/tct

http://www.tshwane.gov.za/Pages/WIFI.aspx

http://gis.durban.gov.za/solarmapviewer

http://gis.durban.gov.za/solarmapviewer
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Hybrid Systems


Overview
A hybrid system is an energy supply 
system that uses more than one 
source of energy. The term is used for 
vehicles and electricity supply systems. 
Examples of vehicles are hybrid cars that 
can operate alternatively on electricity 
or petrol, and hybrid busses that can 
operate on petrol or natural gas.


There will be a specific focus on 
decentralised hybrid systems to 
generate electricity. They include grid 
connected systems combining solar 
PV and wind turbines. Both sources 
generate electricity intermittently. 
Combining the technologies in a hybrid 
system expands the time during which 
electricity from renewable resources 
is available and minimises the need to 
draw electricity from the grid.


Many hybrid systems combine variable 
renewable resources such as solar PV with diesel or gas powered generators and/or batteries for storage to balance 
the variable supply. These systems can supply electricity at any time and are typical off-grid solutions. They are 
used for mini-grids or single properties in remote areas not connected to the electricity grid.


Figure 1 shows an off-grid hybrid system consisting of solar PV panels, a wind turbine, generator and battery bank 
(see case studies 1 and 2).


Implementation
In South Africa hybrid systems have been piloted in a private public collaboration1 in two mini grids in the Eastern 
Cape, one for the Hluleka Nature Reserve (see case study 1 below) and the other for neighbouring Lucingweni 
village consisting of 220 rural dwellings. The pilot projects were initiated by the Department of Minerals and  
Energy (DME) in 2003. They were implemented jointly by the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA), 
CSIR, Shell Africa and the Eastern Cape Provincial Government. The projects have been evaluated by the DME 
in 20082 and by the DEA and the South African National Energy Development Institute (SANEDI) in 20123 with 
rather negative reviews (see case study 1) and no further mini-grid projects have been developed in South Africa. 
However valuable lessons have been learnt and the DEA / SANEDI evaluation concludes that:


1  www.energy.gov.za/files/esources/renewables/r_hybrid/html


2  DME (2008) Mini-grid hybrid viability and replicability potential.


3  SANEDI DEA (2012) Sustainability of decentralised renewable energy systems report.


Figure 1: Off-grid hybrid systems supplied by solar PV, wind, batteries 
and back-up generator 


Source: US Department of Energy http://energy.gov
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“… this service delivery alternative should continue to be considered […]. This is in part due to the 
ability of mini-grids to supply energy for productive use, which is a necessary input for economic 
growth and job creation in rural areas. The mini- and micro-grid concept is making something of a 
comeback as solar PV prices continue to fall and grid extension process continue to mount. […] Yet, 
in order to achieve positive outcomes, more attention needs to be invested in developing mini-grid 
technologies in terms of the design and business model, as well as ensuring community buy-in.” 
(SANEDI, DEA 2012 p. 44)


Another example of hybrid energy solutions is mines that are complementing diesel generators with renewable 
energy such as solar PV. These have proven to be financially viable as case study 2 shows.


Hybrid systems are more likely to play a role in municipalities that incorporate remote areas not connected to the 
electricity grid. In these areas hybrid systems powering micro grids may be more viable than the extension of the 
national electricity grid. In these cases the local electricity supplier – Eskom or the municipality – can promote and 
facilitate the installation of hybrid systems to power micro-grids. Experiences of the pilot projects covered below 
should be carefully considered.


Grid connected hybrid systems require the approval by the electricity distributor (Eskom or the municipality). 
In addition, grid-connected systems need a NERSA generation license if they are larger than one MW. Off-grid 
systems do not require a generation license or approval by the electricity distributor. However all installers of 
hybrid systems must approach the municipality to establish the need for a development application and approval 
according to the town planning legislation and building regulations (see section: Municipal mandates, powers, 
functions and regulatory responsibilities).


Financial Aspects


Off-grid hybrid systems are relatively expensive. As their components vary according to local resources and 
demand it is not possible to provide cost estimate. The financial viability of hybrid systems is expected to improve 
with the reduced capital costs of the renewable components such as PV panels.


These systems are being considered for rural electrification but the costs of power are often prohibitively high for 
poor users. However, they have proven to be financially viable in remote locations such as small islands or mines 
where they replace or complement expensive diesel generated electricity.


Barriers and Opportunities


The main barrier for hybrid systems supplying rural communities is cost.


Another barrier is the technical complexity of the systems due to their many components that need to work 
together seamlessly. Local trained personal to operate and maintain the hybrid system is necessary to manage a 
hybrid system successfully and over a long time.


A further barrier is the imitations of the system that cannot provide the same level of service as the power grid, 
e.g. the capacity of a hybrid system is limited and overloading will result in its collapse. Very clear communication 
to manage the expectations of the user community is needed to overcome this problem.
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Case study: Hybrid systems


Case Study 1: Hluleka Nature Reserve*


The Hluleka Nature Reserve is located 20km south of Port St. Johns at the Wild 
Coast. Before installing the hybrid system the nature reserve had strongly 
reduced its electricity consumption by replacing electric stoves with gas stoves 
and electric geysers with solar water heaters. Energy saving light bulbs were 
also installed.


The hybrid system consisted of two 2.5kW wind turbines mounted on 6.5m 
high poles, 56 PV panels of 100W each (5.6kWp), inverters, a battery bank 
to provide 5 days reserve electricity, and a diesel generator as back-up. The 
system was designed to carry the household load of chalets as well as the 
load of the water pumping and purification system.


The DME evaluation states that the design and construction of the system was 
sound but proved to be too small for the load. The evaluation criticises the 
high cost of electricity estimated at R5.35/kWh (compared to around R0.30/
kWh for grid electricity in 2007). They also critique the lack of monitoring 
that should have been central to a pilot project and made the project 
difficult to evaluate. At the time of the DME evaluation one wind turbine 
was not functioning and some solar panels had been stolen as shown in the 
photograph below. The reason for theft was that the system was installed 
far away from the reserve where it was not properly secured. The electricity 
supply relied strongly on the diesel generator


The main concern raised in the DME evaluation was the lack of a 
maintenance budget and trained staff to operate and maintain the 
system. The components of the system were imported and when an 
inverter broke down a technician had to be flown in from Germany. The 
limited sense of ownership and lack of management were the principle 
causes of the poor performance.


Recommendations focus on involvement of the beneficiaries of the electricity and management. This should start 
with an accurate assessment of electricity demand. It is recommended to then use a modelling tool for sizing the 
system. A financing and revenue model must be developed that covers costs of operations and maintenance. The 
recommendations also state that a mini-grid in a rural area generally involves the following role-players whose 
responsibilities must be clearly defined. These are:


 � Regulatory authority (licensor)


 � Project developer


 � Engineering consultant


 � Contractor 


 � System operator


 � Maintenance contractor


 � Training provider


 � Users


The evaluation by DEA and SANEDI found that the hybrid system was relying wholly on the diesel generator at the 
time of their evaluation in 2012.


* This case study draws extensively from Ortiz, B. et al. (2009). Potential for Hybrid PV Systems for Rural South Africa, in: 
Proceedings of Solar World Congress 2009: Renewable Energy Shaping Our Future. Unless referenced otherwise, information is 
sourced from this document.


Figure 2: Renewable energy 
components of hybrid system at 
Hluleka Nature Reserve


Source: Ortiz et al. (2009) Potential for Hybrid PV 
Systems for Rural South Africa, in: Proceedings of 
Solar World Congress 2009: Renewable Energy 
Shaping Our Future.


Figure 3: Vandalised PV panels at 
Hluleka Nature Reserve


Source: DME 2008 p.18



R5.35/kWh

R0.30/kWh

R0.30/kWh
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Figure 4: PV installation at Thabazimbi Mine


Source: Paul Robert Stanka http://en.sma-sunny.com/en/first-pv-diesel-hybrid-system-in-the-megawatts-goes-into-
operation/ 


Case study 2: Thabazimbi 
Chrome Mine in Limpopo*


The Thabazimbi Mine uses a hybrid system supplied by solar PV and diesel generators. The Thabazimbi area is remote 
with only limited grid connection and high transportation costs for diesel. The area has high solar irradiation making it 
ideally suited for the use of PV. Since 2012, a solar PV system with a capacity of 1MW complements the diesel generated 
electricity. The PV system generates up to 1.8GWh per year and minimises the fuel consumption during the day. It saves 
the mine up to 450 000l of diesel and reduces CO₂ emissions by up to 1200t per year.


Considering the estimated installation costs of R20m and the estimated annual savings for diesel of R4m, this hybrid 
system is financially viable.


*  www.SMA.de/en/products/references.htm



http://en.sma-sunny.com/en/first

www.SMA.de/en/products/references.htm
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Smart Grids


What are Smart grids?
A smart grid is an electricity network that uses digital 
and other advanced technologies to monitor and 
manage the transport of electricity from all generation 
sources to meet the varying electricity demands of 
end-users. Smart grids co-ordinate the needs and 
capabilities of all generators, grid operators, end-users 
and electricity market stakeholders to operate all parts 
of the system as efficiently as possible, minimising 
costs and environmental impacts while maximising 
system reliability resilience and stability. (EIA 2011)


Rationale for smart grid technology
The world’s electricity systems face a number of 
challenges, including growth in demand, the integration 
of increasing numbers of variable renewable energy 
sources and electric vehicles, the need to improve 
the security of supply and the need to lower carbon 
emissions. Smart grid technologies offer ways not 
just to meet these challenges but also to develop a 
cleaner energy supply that is more energy efficient, 
more affordable and more sustainable. (EIA 2011) 


Figure 8: Conventional one-directional grid from large power generator to consumers


Source: US Department of Energy https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Electricity_grid_simple-_North_America.svg


Overview
The smart grid is a component of the smart city 
concept related to electricity distribution. In 2011, 
the International Energy Agency (IEA) published 
a roadmap for the deployment of smart grids 1. 
It defines the smart grid and its rationale (see 
textbox).


Basic technical aspects


A principle of electrical grids is that the power 
supply must always match the demand. If the 
supply exceeds the demand, electricity is wasted. 
If the demand exceeds the supply power outages 
can occur.


A conventional electricity grid is characterised 
by the one-directional flow of power from a few 
large power stations through transmission and 
distribution grids to the consumers.  The grids 
have substations that reduce the voltage of the 
electricity gradually to the needs of the consumers 
(see Figure 8 below). The one-directional flow in 
the grid requires only simple metering of consumed 
power. The grid operators balance supply and 
demand on the basis of their practical experience.


1  EIA (2011) Technology Roadmaps Smart Grid 



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File

Electricity_grid_simple-_North_America.svg
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The introduction of electricity gene-
rated from renewable sources (wind 
and solar) makes it more difficult to 
balance supply and demand in the 
grid. Renewable energy from wind and 
solar is variable and provided by many 
large and small suppliers who are 
often at the same time consumers of 
electricity. The management of a grid 
with many variable suppliers is more 
complicated and requires timeous 
information on the performance of 
the power generators and the demand 
of customers. Information is gathered 
by linking the electricity grid to the 
ICT network that provides supply data 
from generators and demand data 
from customers at short time intervals. 
A smart grid is therefore a combination 
of the electrical grid and the ICT 
network.


In addition to integrating renewable 
energy, smart grids have advantages 
such as enabling demand side manage-
ment by the electricity grid operator, 
increasing efficiency in power use and in 
turn reducing greenhouse gas emissions.  
A Smart Grid is characterised by:


 y Integration of the electricity grid with an ICT network; 


 y Decentralised power supply through many large and small generators;


 y Bi-directional and smart meters transmitting data on the flow of electricity at short intervals;


 y Different types of storage for electricity, including battery banks and electric cars;


 y Ability to quickly respond to changes in supply and demand, e.g. through switching on additional suppliers or 
demand side management; 


 y Network grid instead of hierarchical grid; and


 y Steering the gird with the assistance of a powerful IT system.


The transformation of a conventional grid to a smart grid is costly and typically implemented incrementally when 
the need arises or when the benefits exceed the costs.


Although the smart grid has many benefits, the technical need for it arises when many decentral power generators 
using variable sources of energy and storage facilities are integrated into the electricity grid. Figure 10 shows 
‘smarter grids’ as a component of an electricity supply system with a high share of renewable energy. Other 
components of such a supply system are gas-fired power station and energy storage to complement variable 
power supply through wind and solar sources.


Figure 9: Smart grid integrating small and large power generators


Source: Stefan Riepl https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Electricity_grid_schema-_lang-en.jpg



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File

Electricity_grid_schema-_lang-en.jpg
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Figure 10: Technical integration of different components in electricity grid


Source: Tobias Bishop-Niemz (27 March 2014) Presentation at Africa PVSEC Conference in Durban


In 2013, the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) published a study on Smart Grids and 
Renewables1. It found that at low penetration of up to 15% capacity no smart grid technology is 
required. At medium level penetration of up to 30% some smart grid technology is needed, while at 
higher than 30% penetration smart grid technology is necessary for reliable grid operations.


Figure 11: Levels of penetration of variable renewable energy in electricity grid


Source: IRENA, 2013


An example in the study is Denmark where in 2013, more than 30% of power was produced by wind. 
Smart grid technology was needed to integrate weather forecast data into grid operations.


Another example is Germany that has achieved 25% renewable energy penetration (mainly 
wind and solar PV) before starting major investment into the grid2. In order to move towards 
50% penetration substantial investments into upgrading the grid are under way3.


1  IRENA (2013) Smart Grids and Renewables – A Guide for Effective Employment


2  Pers. comm. with Tobias Bischof-Niemz, head of CSIR Energy Centre, Pretoria


3  Heinrich-Boell-Stiftung (ed.) (2014) Energiewende 2.0
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Figure 12: Smart meter 


Source: EVB Energy Ltd https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Intelligenter_zaehler-_Smart_meter.jpg


Figure 13: Prepaid smart meter in Sandton 


Source: www.iol.co.za


What is a Smart Meter?


 y A smart meter is a type of electricity meter that can record when and how much electricity is consumed. Smart 
meters are required for Time of Use tariffs. 


 y Smart meters can separately record bi-directional flows of electricity. This is necessary if power is exported to 
the grid by embedded generators. 


 y Smart meters can ensure more accurate electricity bills. 


 y Smart meters come with monitors, allowing customers to better monitor their electricity usage. 


 y Smart meters are capable of two-way communication between the meter and the utility. This enables the 
utility to remotely read information off the meter, detect power outages and meter tampering and to send 
information to the meter and customer.2


 y Smart meters can be integrated in advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), which is an integrated system of 
smart meters, communications networks, and data management systems that enables two-way communication 
between utilities and customers.


What is Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)?


Advanced metering Infrastructure (AMI) is the collective term to describe the whole infrastructure from a smart 
meter to the two way-communication network to control centre equipment and all the applications that enable 
the gathering and transfer of energy usage information at short time intervals. The installation of an AMI is looked 
upon as a bridge to the construction of smart grids, and smart meters are an integral part of the AMI.


An AMI is required to capture the full benefits of smart meters. It requires setting up a communication network 
and IT infrastructure at the utility that can handle large amounts of data submitted by the smart meters.3 Costs 
associated with hardware, software, installation, training and vendor deployment support for an AMI system need 
to be considered.


2  www.eskom.co.za/CustomerCare/SmartPrepayment/Pages/default.aspx 


3  For more details on smart meters and AMI see: SEA (2015) Smart Metering: Overview and Considerations for  
South African Municipalities 



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File

Intelligenter_zaehler-_Smart_meter.jpg

www.iol.co.za

www.eskom.co.za/CustomerCare/SmartPrepayment/Pages/default.aspx
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A study by GreenCape4 noted that municipalities that are already implementing smart metering are paying 
anything between R1 500 and R8 500 per meter compared to a conventional meter5 that can cost them as little 
as R400 for a post-paid or under R1 000 for a pre-paid meter.


4  GreenCape, Economically Viable Smart Grids within Western Cape Municipalities, Summary Report 2013/14


5  Conventional meters include the currently common meters such as disc meters for billed customers and prepaid Standard 
Transfer Specification (STS) meters. 


The NRS 049:2008 – Advanced metering infrastructure for residential and 
commercial customers, specification has been drafted and published to create a standard 
specification for advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) systems in South Africa. An NRS 
049 compliant smart metering system essentially has the following characteristics:


�	Bi-directional communications from the central server to meters and 
devices and from these devices back to the central server.


�	Customers are able to have a portable customer interface unit in their premises that 
can read information off a meter and receive information from the utility.


�	The ability to control up to two relays for load control (such as hot water cylinder and a swimming pool pump).


�	Be capable of remote load disconnect for revenue protection of the utility1.


Figure 14: Typical AMI system complying with the NRS 049-1


Source: Calmeyer (2012) quoted by Eskom (2015) Eskom Response to the Department of Cooperative Government (COGTA) Request for Information: Smart Meter Systems 
for Revenue Management Systems 


1  SEA (2015) Smart Metering: Overview and Considerations for South African Municipalities
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Smart Grid and Smart Meter Policies 


In 2013 the South African National Energy Development Institute (SANEDI) drafted a Smart Grid Vision 20306 that 
was developed as part of the South African Smart Grid Initiative (SASGI).


‘An economically evolved, technology enabled electricity system that is intelligent, interactive, flexible 
and efficient and will enable South Africa’s energy use to be sustainable for future generations.’7


The SASGI sought to address challenges of the aging South African electricity infrastructure to achieve policy 
objectives set out in the National Energy Act (34 of 2008) and in the National Climate Change Response Policy 
White Paper (Department of Environmental Affairs, 2011). These objectives included:


 y Ensure uninterrupted supply of energy to the country; 


 y Promote diversity of supply and energy resources;


 y Facilitate effective management of energy demand and its conservation;


 y Promote appropriate standards and specifications for the equipment, systems and processes used for 
producing, supplying and consuming energy;


 y Ensure collection of data and information relating to energy supply, transportation and demand;


 y Provide for optimal supply, transformation, transportation, storage and demand of energy that are planned, 
organised and implemented in accordance with a balanced consideration of security of supply, economics, 
customer protection and a sustainable development.8


Government Regulation (GN) 773, published in terms of section 35 of the Electricity Regulation Act, became 
effective in 2008. It established norms and standards for electricity reticulation services in order to:


 y ‘Maintain the quality of electricity supply;


 y Ensure the stability of the electricity network, and;


 y Minimise electricity load shedding and avoid blackouts.’9


The Regulation stipulated the roll out of smart metering to all customers with a monthly consumption of 1,000 
kWh and above, and for a time of use (TOU) tariff to be applicable to these customers by 1 January 2012. The TOU 
tariff is very high at peak consumption time motivating customers to shift consumption to other times of the day. 
The main objective of this Regulation was demand-side management at a time of anticipated electricity supply 
shortages but it also demonstrated the intent to move towards smart grid infrastructure. The timeframe of the 
regulation has not been met.


Implementation
Some municipalities have embarked on the procurement and installation of smart meters. Smart meters are 
commonly used by large industrial and commercial customers that are being billed on a time-of-use (TOU) tariff. 
Residential smart metering is not common but some municipalities plan to introduce residential TOU tariffs that 
require smart metering.


Smart metering projects have been implemented in Johannesburg, the City of Tshwane, and the Nelson Mandela 
Bay Municipality. EThekwini Municipality is piloting smart meters for customers that are small scale electricity 
generators (SSEG) e.g. have roof top PV installations.


6  SANEDI (2013) Draft Smart Grid Vision 2030.


7  SANEDI (2013) p. 21


8  SANEDI (2013) p. 15


9  SANEDI (2013) p. 16
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Smart grids


Figure 15: Eskom advanced metering infrastructure 
journey


Source: Eskom, 2015


The main drivers of smart meter initiatives have been to improve collection of revenue for electricity and addressing 
electricity theft in low income areas. Eskom and a number of municipalities have responded through the 
installation of smart meters. However, as this is linked to social problems it is questionable if expensive technology 
is most effective in addressing them. Research by Eskom (Eskom 2015) and GreenCape10 make a compelling case 
for a strategic approach to these issues before investing in expensive technology.


Eskom has reported the results and lessons of several of their own pilot projects and research in a report to COGTA 
(Eskom 2015)11. Important aspects and recommendations to municipalities are summarised below.


In South Africa smart meter initiatives have been undertaken to address the growing revenue challenges of 
electricity utilities (municipalities and Eskom) due to:


 y A culture of non-payment;


 y Dissatisfaction with service delivery, which may include electrical utility related services;


 y Alternative energy supply options;


 y Rising electricity tariffs;


 y Lack or inefficient utility processes to effectively manage revenue collection; and


 y Aging infrastructure and lack of maintenance on low voltage (LV) networks.


Utilities are therefore looking for innovative and technological solutions that could assist them reverse the negative 
trend. It is apparent that the revenue management problem needs to address people, process and technology 
aspects. The initial step of any project must be a thorough analysis of the problem that includes the root cause.


Immense gains can be made with revenue management without buying a single smart meter just by reviewing and 
tweaking existing processes and practices. Identifying and addressing people and process related shortcomings 
provides a critical foundation on which to successfully deploy smart metering. There is no technological solution 
that can resolve people (culture and attitude) and process related problems. In addition a utility should conduct 
an open smart meter readiness assessment of its organisation and network.


Eskom has developed a Smart Strategy for the installation of AMI infrastructure in its networks. Its implementation 
needs to be incremental because of high costs and flexible because of complexity, anticipated technological 
changes and risks, such as customer resistance and revised business processes.


Any smart meter project needs to consider the following 
aspects for successful implementation


 y Customer change management;


 y Staff training and buy-in;


 y Automated data capturing process linked to billing 
system;


 y Established and verified customer, meter and 
network data;


 y Assessed and if necessary repaired infrastructure; 


 y Trained and competent installation teams;


 y Calibrated and tested devices (meters need to be 
recalibrated every 10 years); and 


 y IT, telecommunications infrastructure and back-end 
integration. 


10  GreenCape, Economically Viable Smart Grids within Western  
Cape Municipalities, Summary Report 2013-14, GreenCape,  
Developing Smart Grid Business Cases, Guidelines for Western  
Cape Municipalities, 2013-14.


11  Report was compiled in collaboration with GreenCape and SEA.
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Figure 16: Types, capabilities and cost of smart meters


Source: Eskom, 2015


A range of smart meters exists with different capabilities and prices. The meters should be carefully matched to 
the communities’ needs and the capabilities and skills of the municipality to support the meters post the initial 
go-live. The Figure 16 indicates types, capabilities and costs of smart meters.


Based on their analysis of several pilot projects, recommendations to municipalities planning the roll-out of smart 
meters include:


 y Municipalities need to conduct a thorough smart metering readiness assessment prior to commencing any 
roll-outs. Municipalities will need assistance in developing their smart grid visions / roadmaps and these should 
be guided by the high level national Smart Grid Vision.


 y The project should invest significant effort into planning, designing, testing, integrating with the existing 
systems, processes and pilot meter rollouts. Only once a level of confidence has been obtained then a more 
aggressive rollout strategy should be executed.


 y A smart meter programme should include demand response capabilities on the meter itself to reduce the 
maximum load during periods of stress on the national grid.


Generally it is recommended that a national smart grid strategy should be developed and supported by updates 
to the Grid Code.
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Support Organisations
SANEDI  
www.sanedi.org 


GreenCape  
www.greencape.org


Eskom  
wwww.eskom.co.za



www.sanedi.org

www.greencape.org

wwww.eskom.co.za
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Source: Georgia Tech Research Institute http://www.gtri.gatech.edu/history/media/237
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Overview
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants generate electricity by collecting solar radiation and concentrating it into a 
small area to generate very high temperatures. The heat is then used to drive conventional (usually steam) generators 
in much the same way as coal and gas fired power plants do. A CSP plant consists of two basic components: 1) the 
Collector, which collects the incoming solar radiation and converts it to heat and 2) the Generator, which converts the 
heat into electricity. Most CSP technologies use very similar generators but there are different collector technologies. 
In South Africa, Parabolic Trough and Power Tower technologies are being used.


Parabolic Trough 


A solar trough consists of a linear parabolic collector, which tracks the sun on a single axis to focus the light onto 
an absorber tube, which runs along the focal length of the troughs. The collectors hold a carrier fluid, which 
transfers the heat to the storage medium or generator. The Parabolic Trough technology is used in the KaXu Solar 
One (see case study 1) and the Bokpoort CSP plants both located in the Northern Cape.


Power Tower 


The power tower uses an array of mirrors, which track the sun on multiple axes to focus sunlight onto a central 
receiver, which is placed on the top of a tower. Like the parabolic trough, the receiver holds a carrier fluid, which 
transfers the heat to a storage medium or directly to the generator. The Khi Solar One plant uses this technology 
also located in the Northern Cape.


An advantage of CSP is the relative ease of energy storage. As the concentrated solar energy is used to generate 
heat, this heat can be stored (often as molten salts) in insulated containers and then used to generate electricity 
on demand, when there is no sunshine. This means that CSP is dispatchable1 and can be used for both base-load 
power generation as well as peak load power generation.


1 Dispatchable electricity means that it can be used when needed. Wind and Solar PV generate non-dispatchable power because 
it depends on availability of wind and solar radiation. 


Figure 1: A Parabolic Trough    Figure 2: A Power Tower


Source: SEA, (2009). How to implement renewable energy and energy efficiency options. Cape Town: SEA. Ch11 pg.2


Concentrated Solar Power
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Implementation
CSP is one of the technologies funded through the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement 
Programme (EIPPPP). 600MW have been allocated to CSP of which 200MW have been built. All CSP plants are 
located in the Northern Cape that has optimal solar resources. The storage of molten salt allows for the electricity 
to be dispatched at any time including evening peak. This makes the technology a very valuable addition to the 
electricity system.


Despite the excellent solar resources in the Northern Cape CSP is still an expensive renewable energy technology. 
One reason for this is that not many plants have been completed worldwide compared to other renewable energy 
technologies where mass production has radically reduced costs.


The current REIPPPP tariffs of CSP generated electricity are between R2 and R3/kWh and therefore much higher 
than for solar PV and wind. However, if CSP generated power is fed into the grid during the evening peak, when 
power price is at a premium, its costs compare favourably to the cost of diesel for open-cycle turbines.


Only very few municipalities in the Northern Cape benefit directly from the large scale CPS projects funded 
through the REIPPPP and built in their area. The benefits will be in terms of local economic development and social 
upliftment funds which each project developed needs to allocate in the area. Municipalities cannot influence the 
location of REIPPPP projects. Other municipalities could only benefit if CPS projects are developed outside of the 
REIPPP programme.


Macro Developments


Figure 3: 20 hectare Expansion Project, Port Augusta, South Australia


 


Source: Mansouraboud68, Wikimedia
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Case Study 1: KaXu Solar One


KaXu Solar One is a 100MW CSP plant constructed on a 1,100ha site near 
Pofadder in the Northern Cape Province. It is the first CSP plant in South 
Africa to use parabolic trough technology. The project was officially 
opened in March 2015. It has the capacity to supply clean energy to 
approximately 80,000 homes while offsetting 315,000t of CO2 emissions a 
year. KaXu Solar One has storage of molten salt for 2.5 hours of electricity 
supply.


Case Study 2: Khi  
Solar One


Khi Solar One is a 50 MW CSP plant. It is only the third 
plant using the solar tower technology worldwide, 
and the first outside of Spain. The tower plant is close 
to Keimoes outside Upington, in the Northern Cape 
Province.


The Khi Solar One plant uses a technologically 
advanced dry cooling system, which dramatically 
reduces water consumption by two-thirds.


The plant has thermal storage for 2 hours of 
electricity generation outside of solar radiation times.


Khi Solar One prevents approximately 183,000 tons 
of CO2 emissions per year, and has the capacity 
to supply clean energy to approximately 45 000 
households.


The plant has created an average of 600 jobs during construction, and 
approximately 35 permanent, full-time jobs during operations2.


2 http://www.abengoasolar.com/web/en/plantas_solares/plantas_propia/
sudafrica/#seccion_2


Figure 3: Parabolic power troughs at 
KaXu Solar One


Source: power-technology.com http://ww.power-
technology.com/projects/kaxu-solar-one-northern-
cape/
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Case study: Concentrated solar power


Figure 4: Power tower at Khi Solar One 


Source: ©AbengoaSolar http://www.gicafrica.diplo.de/Vertretung/suedafrika-dz/
en/pr/2013/04/04-Kopp-visit.html



http://www.abengoasolar.com/web/en/plantas_solares/plantas_propia/sudafrica

http://www.abengoasolar.com/web/en/plantas_solares/plantas_propia/sudafrica

power-technology.com

http://www.power-technology.com/projects/kaxu

http://www.power-technology.com/projects/kaxu

http://www.gicafrica.diplo.de/Vertretung/suedafrika-dz/en/pr/2013/04/04-Kopp-visit.html

http://www.gicafrica.diplo.de/Vertretung/suedafrika-dz/en/pr/2013/04/04-Kopp-visit.html
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